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Abstract
We use the results of hep-th/0007174 on the simple current classification of open unoriented CFTs to
construct half supersymmetry preserving crosscap states for rational Calabi-Yau compactifications.
We show that the corresponding orientifold fixed planes obey the BPS-like relation M = eiφQ.
To prove this relation, it is essential that the worldsheet CFT properly includes the degrees of
freedom from the uncompactified space-time component. The BPS-phase φ can be identified with
the automorphism type of the crosscap states. To illustrate the method we compute crosscap states
in Gepner models with each ki odd.
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1 Introduction
In this letter we present a universal class of crosscap states for N = 2 rational CFTs corresponding
to strings on Calabi-Yau manifolds. A generic property of a ’rational’ Calabi-Yau compactification
is that the worldsheet theory needs to be GSO projected to ensure space-time supersymmetry. Such
a GSO projection is equivalent to a so called simple current extension by the spectral flow current
S of the underlying chiral symmetry algebra of the worldsheet CFT. In [1] consistent boundary and
crosscap states for arbitrary simple current modular invariants, of which simple current extensions
are a subset, have been constructed. We can therefore apply the results of [1] to the specific case of a
CY compactification. The connection between the simple current extension with S and space-time
supersymmetry is reflected in that these simple current boundary and crosscap states preserve half
the space-time supersymmetry. Half supersymmetric boundary states in CY compactifications, i.e.
BPS D-branes, have been extensively studied in the past few years, both from the orbifold (see e.g.
[2, 3, 4] and citations thereof) and simple current point of view (see e.g. [5, 6, 7]). Consistent type
I CY compactifications with D-branes, however, need half-supersymmetry preserving orientifold
planes. It is the corresponding crosscap states we discuss here.
In section 2 we will give an intuitive explanation of the results of [1] for ZN simple current
invariants. We will for simplicity assume that the currents do not have fixed points. In the presence
of fixed points, the formulas for the boundary states change qualitatively [5, 6], whereas those for
the crosscap states do not. Our focus is here on the latter and we believe that the inclusion of fixed
points will not change our main results. In section 3 we then apply these formulas to ‘rational’ CY
compactifications. We show that, when the uncompactified part of space-time is properly taken
into account, the O-planes are BPS-like, i.e. they obey a mass-charge relation M = eiφQ, and
we determine the phase φ in terms of CFT quantities. The BPS-like relation is a consequence of
preserving half of the space-time supersymmetries. Interestingly, for D-branes the BPS property can
be derived from the boundary state without reference to the uncompactified part of the theory [7].
We explain at the mathematical level why this is so. Finally we briefly illustrate these methods
with the computation of the mass and charges of crosscap states in Gepner models with each ki
odd.
Despite the required presence of crosscap states in consistent type I CY compactifications, the
interest in unoriented N = 2 CFTs has begun rather recently [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Using a more
geometrical approach based on linear sigma models, [10] found the locations of CY-orientifold
planes as fixed points of anti-holomorphic [9, 11] or holomorphic isometries. To understand type I
CY compactifications, we wish to know their physical characteristics, such as charge and tension,
as well. At rational points in the CY moduli space, the method described here can be used to
determine these.
In the midst of this project we noticed the posting of the conference proceedings [13] to the
archive, in which BPS crosscap states for Gepner Models are constructed by exploiting the phase
symmetries (see also the subsequent article [30]). Since phase symmetries are realized by simple cur-
rents, the results of [13] are in agreement with our results. The power of the construction proposed
here is that it is applicable to any rational N = 2 SCFT that describes a CY compactification.
2
2 Boundary and crosscap states for simple current extensions
Consider a CFT with the same left- and right-chiral algebra A and a C-diagonal torus partition
function (i.e. the modular invariant theory which pairs left-movers with right-moving Charge Con-
jugates). A complete set of boundary states that preserve a diagonal subalgebra of the left-right
symmetry algebra A× A¯ is given by the Cardy states [14]
|Ba〉 =
∑
i
Sia√
Si0
|i〉〉1 , (2.1)
where Sia is the modular S-matrix of A and the sum is over all primaries. The Ishibashi state |i〉〉1
is a coherent state of all C-diagonal closed string states in sector i. The boundary state preserves
a diagonal subalgebra, which means that all states contribute with the same weight, namely 1, to
|i〉〉1. The boundary label a runs over all primaries of A. Different labels can be thought of as
labeling branes wrapping different cycles.
Fuchs and Schweigert extended this result of Cardy and constructed boundary states for theories
whose modular invariant is a simple current extension [15]. Recall [16] that simple currents J are
primary fields whose fusion with any other primary i field yields a single field j = Ji. Integer
conformal weight simple currents can be used to extend the chiral algebra A J⊂ Aext. Under this
extension primary fields arrange themselves into orbits [i] = {i, Ji, J2i, . . .}. Orbits with integer
monodromy charge QJ(i) ≡ hi + hJ − hJi mod Z under J , are the primaries of Aext. Non-integer
charged fields are projected out. Such an extension is often referred to as a ‘simple current orbifold’.
Although not quite correct from the worldsheet point of view,1 this terminology sometimes makes
sense from the point of view of the target space. In WZW models based on Lie group G for example,
an extension by a simple current group ZN amounts geometrically to strings moving on G/ZN .
With this geometric picture in mind, a natural guess for the boundary state of a ZN extension
is a sum over ’images’,
|B[a]〉 = 1√
N
N−1∑
n=0
|BJna〉 , (2.2)
where J is a simple current that generates the ZN . (The normalization follows from CFT arguments,
see eq. (2.8) below.) An important simple current identity for the modular S-matrix [16, 17],
SJi,j = e
2πiQJ(j)Si,j , (2.3)
allows the boundary state to be written as
|B[a]〉 =
√
N
∑
{i|REP[i], QJ(i)=0}
Sia√
Si0
|[i]〉〉QJ(a) . (2.4)
Here the sum is over representatives of chargeless J-orbits and
|[i]〉〉QJ(a) =
N−1∑
n=0
e2πinQJ(a)|Jni〉〉1 . (2.5)
1The difference emphasized in the introduction is that a worldsheet-orbifold makes a chiral algebra smaller,
whereas an extension makes it larger. Orbifolds and simple current extensions are in fact each others inverse.
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This natural guess indeed corresponds to the boundary states constructed by Fuchs and Schweigert.
Moreover, these boundary states are ’more general’ than the Cardy state (2.1) in the following
sense. Recall that the primaries (i, Ji, J2i, ..., JN−1i) with QJ(i) = 0 group into one primary [i] of
the extended algebra Aext. We see that on the boundary state |B[a]〉 the closed strings in sector i
and Ji are reflected with a relative phase e2πiQJ(a). From the point of view of the extended algebra
Aext×A¯ext, the boundary state therefore does not respect a diagonal subalgebra, but a twisted one.
The boundaries are said to obey the twisted gluing condition
[Jn − (−1)hJe−2πiQJ(a)J¯−n]|B[a]〉 = 0 , (2.6)
with respect to the simple current J ∈ Aext. The phase e−2πiQJ (a) is the automorphism type of the
boundary. Note that for a ZN simple current J , the monodromy charge is a fraction of N :
QJ(a) =
n
N
, n ∈ Z . (2.7)
Thus the automorphism type takes values in ZN . In particular for QJ(a) = 0 mod 1 the boundary
state (2.4) preserves the diagonal subalgebra. By construction this is the usual Cardy state for Aext.
We infer therefore — correctly — that the modular S-matrix of the extended theory is expressible
in terms of the modular S-matrix of the original theory
S[a][b] = NSab . (2.8)
The N -dependence in this relation explains the normalization choice in eq. (2.2).
Pradisi, Sagnotti and Stanev [18] (PSS) found the formula analogous to Cardy’s for crosscap
states: 2
|Γ〉σ(0)0 = σ(0)
∑
i
Pi0√
Si0
|i〉〉1,C . (2.9)
Here P is the pseudo-modular matrix P =
√
TST 2S
√
T built from the modular T - and S-matrices,
the sum runs over all primaries and 0 denotes the vacuum representation. In addition σ(0) is the
undetermined sign in the Mo¨bius strip, which is ultimately fixed by tadpole cancellation. The cross-
cap Ishibashi state is similar to boundary Ishibashi states, except that even/odd levels contribute
with opposite signs. A modified crosscap exists for every simple current K of A, given by [20]3
|Γ〉σ(K)K = σ(K)
∑
i
PiK√
Si0
|i〉〉1,C . (2.10)
The primary K is called the Klein bottle current (KBC). In WZW models [22] it was shown that
the label K plays a role that is similar to the boundary label, namely different labels K represent
O-planes at different locations. A natural guess for the crosscap state in simple current extensions
is therefore [1, 23, 24]
|Γ〉[σ][K] =
1√
N
N−1∑
n=0
|Γ〉σ(JnK)JnK . (2.11)
2See [19] for a review.
3Note that the crosscap coefficient in [20] is written slightly different, namely Γ′i =
PiK√
SiK
. In [21] it is argued that
Γi =
PiK√
Si0
is the correct crosscap state and that the Klein bottle is calculated as Km =
∑
i ΓiΓiSime
2piiQK(i), where
e2piiQK(i) is due to the action of Ω on the Ishibashi states. Similar remarks apply to the boundary state.
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As we will see the signs σ(JnK) are not completely arbitrary.
In the case of boundary states, the important identity (2.3) allowed us to ’perform’ the sum
over images. For the P -matrix, however, the analogous simple current identity is at first sight very
different [24]
PJ2i,j = ǫJ2(i)e
2πi[QJ(j)−QJ(Ji)]Pi,j , (2.12)
where
ǫJ(i) := e
πi[hi−hJi] . (2.13)
Most importantly, for N even, this relation is truly qualitatively different than its analogue (2.3). In
that case only P -matrix elements on the same J-orbit that differ by two steps are related. From now
on we focus on the interesting case N even. (This is also the case relevant for CY compactifications.)
Suppose first that the signs σ(JnK) in (2.11) are such that4
σ(J2mK)ǫJ2m(K)e
−2πiQJm(J
mK) = σ0 ,
σ(J2m+1K)ǫJ2m(JK)e
−2πiQJm(J
mJK) = σ1 , (2.14)
for any pair of signs σ0, σ1. As we show in appendix A, these choices ensure that only QJ(i) = 0
primaries, i.e. fields of Aext, couple to the crosscap. With this choice the crosscap state equals
|Γ〉σ[K] =
√
N
∑
{i|REP[i], QJ(i)=0}
(
σ0PiK + σ1Pi,KJ
2
√
Si0
)
|[i]〉〉ǫJ(K)σ , (2.15)
where σ = σ0/σ1 and
|[i]〉〉ǫJ(K)σ =
N−1∑
n=0
[ǫJ(K)σ]
nǫJn(i)|Jni〉〉1,C . (2.16)
Therefore, the crosscap states obey a twisted gluing condition,
[Jn − (−1)n+hJ ǫ∗J(K)σJ¯−n]|Γ〉σ[K] = 0 . (2.17)
and ǫ∗J(K)σ = (ǫJ (K)σ)
−1 is the automorphism type of the crosscap state. Note that the sign
ǫJn(i) = e
πi[hi−hJni] in (2.16) is the parity of the level of the descendant Jni in the module [i]. To
make sure that the overall sign of the crosscap Ishibashi state |[i]〉〉ǫJ(K)σ is correct, we must insist
that the representative i has lowest conformal weight (mod 2) in the orbit (i, Ji, ..., JN−1i). From
now on we assume that this is the case.
Not any Klein bottle current is allowed. The current K must have monodromy charge
QJ(K) =
2p
N
, p ∈ Z , (2.18)
otherwise (2.14) cannot be solved over signs [24]. As a consequence, [ǫJ(K)σ]
N = 1 and the
automorphism type of the planes takes values in ZN . The automorphism types of simple current
D-branes and orientifold planes are therefore the same, as we indeed geometrically expect, even
though the responsible CFT mechanisms are different.
4Note that for an integer spin current ǫ2
J2m
(K)e−4piiQJm (J
mK) = e2pii[QJ2m (K)−2QJm (J
mK)] = 1, therefore σ0, σ1
are indeed signs.
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Suppose we would make sign choices in (2.11) other than (2.14). In that case only charged
fields would couple to the crosscap. Charged fields are not representations of the simple current
extended algebra, and there is no linear combination of J and J¯ that is preserved by the crosscap.
Such crosscap states are not obviously inconsistent, but beyond the scope of this letter and we will
proceed with (2.14) and the result (2.15).
Again, when the automorphism type is trivial, i.e. ǫJ(K)σ = 1, we expect (2.15) to be a
PSS+KBC crosscap state for the extended algebra Aext by construction. We infer that the P -
matrix of a simple current extension is related to the original P -matrix as [23, 24]
P[i][j] =
N−1∑
n=0
ǫJn(i)PJni,j =
N
2
[Pij + ǫJ(i)PJi,j] , (2.19)
where we used eq. (2.12) in the last step. Indeed, this expression is correct when the representatives
i and j are chosen to have the lowest conformal weight (mod 2) in their orbits (and the currents
have no fixed points.) For later purposes we also need the P -matrix for non-cyclic simple current
groups G. The generalization is straightforward:
P[i][j] =
∑
J∈G
ǫJ(i)PJi,j . (2.20)
To conclude: we have shown that boundary and crosscap states of ZN simple current invariants
of A posses a ZN -automorphism type with respect to the current that extends A to Aext. When N
is even the boundary and crosscap states of the extension have a qualitatively different feature: the
boundary coefficient of boundary [a] is the boundary coefficient of a representative a. In contrast to
this, the crosscap coefficient of [K] is the sum of the crosscap coefficient with Klein bottle currents
K and JK.
3 Crosscap states for Calabi-Yau compactifications
In the previous section we have reviewed the theory of boundary and crosscap states in simple
current extension invariants. In string theory, simple currents play a role in at least three steps in
the construction of realistic models: (i) simple currents implement field identification and selection
rules in coset constructions, (ii) simple currents realize alignment of spin structures in tensor product
CFTs and (iii) they implement GSO projections. We will apply the general theory outlined above
to the last step in the construction, the GSO projection.5
3.1 The bulk theory
We start by reviewing the closed string sector of Calabi-Yau compactifications in the language
of CFT. We should stress that this construction is only appropriate at rational points of the CY
moduli space. These are ‘very symmetric’ points in the space of CY deformations where the 2d
symmetry algebra is enlarged to a theory with only a finite number of primary fields (with respect
5The reason we only apply the theory to the last step is that N = 2 worldsheet susy does not allow boundary
or crosscap states with non-trivial automorphism type in alignment or identification currents. Hence the Cardy-PSS
solution is sufficient for the first two extensions [5].
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to the Virasoro plus extended algebra). Examples are the Fermat polynomial representations of
Calabi-Yau manifolds as vanishing loci in weighted projected space.
The chiral algebra at a rational point of a type II compactification on a CY n-fold can be
constructed as follows. The starting point in the construction of the worldsheet theory is a tensor
product
D8−n,1 ⊗A3n (3.1)
where Dr,1 is the affine algebra based on SO(2r) at level one and A3n any rational chiral bosonic
subalgebra of a N = 2 superconformal algebra. The latter contains a Virasoro algebra with confor-
mal anomaly 3n and a U(1)R algebra and has two distinguished simple currents. The supercurrent
v has order 2 and spin hv = 3/2. States with integer (half-integer) monodromy charge with respect
to the supercurrent are in the NS (R) sector. The second simple current is called spectral flow s. It
has spin hs = c/24 = n/8 and model dependent order Ns. The monodromy charge Qs(λ) = qλ/2
mod 1 equals half the U(1)R charge qλ of λ.
The D8−n,1 factor in (3.1) describes the uncompactified part of the theory. The use of the unitary
group SO(16 − 2n) rather the non-unitary group SO(10 − 2n, 2), corresponding to the Lorentz
group of the space-time fermions plus bosonized superghosts, is called the bosonic string map [25]
(for a review see [26]). The D8−n,1 theory has four primaries, X8−n ∈ (O8−n, S8−n, V8−n, C8−n) with
conformal weights (0, (8− n)/8, 1/2, (8− n)/8) that realize a simple current group Z2 ×Z2 when n
is even and Z4 when n is odd. The vector V8−n plays the role of the supercurrent. The singlet and
vector are in the NS sector and the spinor and conjugate spinor are in the R sector. In order to
read off the string spectrum from the partition functions, one has to perform the (inverse) bosonic
string map [25]:
{O8−n, S8−n, V8−n, C8−n} → {V4−n,−S4−n, O4−n,−C4−n} . (3.2)
Note that the current (S8−n, s) has conformal weight 1 and can therefore be used to extend the
chiral algebra. This is one of the reasons for using SO(16− 2n) instead of the expected little group
SO(8− 2n) ⊂ SO(10− 2n, 2).
The algebra (3.1) cannot describe a N = 2 superconformal theory since the spin structures (R
or NS) of the space-time and internal part are not aligned. A superconformal theory is obtained
when we extend (3.1) by (V8−n, v). Let us denote this extended algebra by Aws. The primaries of
Aws are [X8−n, λ] and are subject to the following identification and selection rules:
[X8−n, λ] ∼ [V8−nX8−n, vλ] , Qv(λ) = QV8−n(X8−n) mod 1 . (3.3)
By the identification, the order NS of the spectral flow current S ≡ [S8−n, s] is either Ns or Ns/2,
depending on the model under consideration. The supercurrent of Aws is V ≡ [O8−n, v] and the
vacuum is O ≡ [O8−n, 0]. Note however that NS ∈ 2Z because S28−n = O8−n for n even and
S48−n = O8−n for n odd.
We can use the spectral flow current to build a simple current modular invariant Z(Aws, S).
This procedure is analogous to the GSO projection and the resulting CFT describes closed oriented
strings on R1,9−n ⊗CYn. This CFT has fields S(z) and S¯(z¯) whose zero modes S0 and S¯0 generate
space-time supersymmetry transformations. Because S has integer spin, the invariant Z(Aws, S)
can be thought of as a C-diagonal invariant of a larger algebra Aext obtained from Aws by an
extension by S. This section can therefore be summarized by the following sequence of embeddings
D8−n,1 ⊗A3n
(V8−n,v)⊂ Aws S⊂ Aext . (3.4)
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where we have indicated which simple currents are used as extensions. Note that this split-up is
different from the one used in [5]. The guiding philosophy there was that the properties of branes
on the CY manifold, i.e. boundary states in the internal CFT should be quite independent of the
external space-time. This led the authors to first extend A3n (Awsusy in their notation) by the
current u ≡ vns2 to Acy; a half-way GSO-projection onto integer U(1)R charges (integer worldsheet
fermion number). The latter theory Acy contains the fields ocy, scy, vcy and ccy — all simple currents
— with the same fusion rules as the primary fields of D8−n,1. A second extension by these currents
yields Aext. Because the latter extension acts without fixed points, the boundary states of Acy and
Aext indeed have the same qualitative features. However this latter extension is a Zeven extension
and therefore the crosscap states of Acy and Aext are qualitatively different, as explained in the
previous section. In particular, the crosscap state of Aext is the sum of the PSS crosscap state and
the PSS+KBC crosscap state of Acy, where the Klein bottle current is S. We will see this in more
detail in the next subsection.
3.2 A BPS condition for O-planes
Using the general theory reviewed in section 2, it is now straightforward to write down a consistent
set of crosscap states for rational CY compactifications. The theory Aext, describing strings on CY
and obtained from Aws by extension with S, has crosscap states
|Γ〉σ[K] =
√
NS
∑
{i|REP[i], QS(i)=0}
(
σ0PiK + σ1Pi,KS
2
√
S0i
)
|[i]〉〉ǫS(K)σ . (3.5)
where K a simple current of Aws and σ = σ0/σ1. For K = O we see indeed that this crosscap
state is the sum of a PSS crosscap state and the PSS+KBC crosscap state, where the Klein bottle
current is S. This crosscap state can therefore have non-trivial automorphism type with respect
to the spectral flow current S. With respect to all other currents of Aext × A¯ext it preserves the
diagonal subgroup. One of these currents is the U(1)R current. The corresponding orientifold-planes
are therefore all of A-type [27, 10].
From this formula we can derive some basic properties of the corresponding orientifold fixed
planes. One should keep in mind that a single crosscap state, specified by the triple (K, σ0, σ1)
represents in general a configuration of O-planes (WZW models are an example [22]).
• The gluing condition (2.17) implies that these planes preserve one half of space-time super-
symmetry generated by the linear combination S0 + ǫ
∗
S(K)σS¯0.
• The O-planes are BPS-like. From the expansion (3.5) one can read off the charges of the
O-planes with respect to closed strings |j; j¯〉 by calculating the overlap 〈j; j¯|Γ〉σ[K]. The mass
M and central charge Q of the planes are given by
M = 〈O; O¯|Γ〉σ[K] , Q = 〈S; S¯|Γ〉σ[K] (3.6)
where 〈O; O¯| denotes the graviton and 〈S; S¯| is the top RR form [7]. This is the chiral-chiral
outstate 〈S; S¯| with both left- and right U(1)R charge maximal, qU(1)R = c/6, and is obtained
by acting on the vacuum with precisely the simple currents S and S¯. From the formula for
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the twisted Ishibashi states (2.16) we then immediately infer that the planes obey a BPS-like
relation
M = σǫS(K)(−1)hSQ , ǫS(K)(−1)hS = eπi(hS+hK−hSK) = eπiQS(K) , (3.7)
where we used that hS is integer and σ := σ0σ1. Thus, the phase of the central charge is thus
given by minus the automorphism type of the crosscap state (since hS = 1).
Let us discuss the BPS-relation in some more detail. Explicitly the mass and the charge equal, up
to a common normalization
M = σ0 (PK,O + σPSK,O) , Q = σ0 (PK,S + σPSK,S) . (3.8)
Next we note that the identity (2.12) implies that
PNS,R = 0 (3.9)
for any superconformal algebra A, as can be seen by taking for J the supercurrent V . Because
S ∈ R we therefore have
M =
{
σ0POO for K ∈ NS
σ0σPO,KS for K ∈ R , Q =
{
σ0σPSK,S for K ∈ NS
σ0PK,S for K ∈ R . (3.10)
Note that the value of M depends on the spin structure of K. The signs σ0, σ determine whether
the O-planes are O+ or O− planes.6 For instance, when K ∈ NS and P00 > 0, σ0 = −1 represents
O+-planes and σ0 = 1 represents O
−-planes. Also note that, for a fixed choice of σ0 with K ∈ NS,
a sign flip in σ changes O-planes in anti-O-planes (and vice versa for K ∈ R).
We wish to emphasize that it is the proper inclusion of the uncompactified space-time theory
that guarantees the BPS property. In other words, a single crosscap state of the D8−n,1×Acy theory
of [5] defined in the end of section 3, where the GSO projection is only halfway implemented, is not
BPS. Let u ≡ vns2 again denote the simple current that extends A3n to Acy. A crosscap state of
this extension is
|Γ˜〉 =
√
Nu
∑
{i|REP[i],Qu(i)=0}
(
Pi0 + Pi,u
2
√
S0i
)
|[i]〉〉ǫu(0)σ . (3.11)
where i are primaries of D8−n,1 × ACY . (There are more crosscap state due to sign choices and
KBC’s. The point we want to make applies to all of them.) The mass equals M = 〈0; 0¯|Γ˜〉 and the
charge equals Q = 〈S; S¯|Γ˜〉. Because u ∈ NS we have Q = 0 due to (3.9). Since M generically
nonzero, the BPS condition is violated. Another crosscap state is
|Γ˜〉S =
√
Nu
∑
{i|REP[i],Qu(i)=0}
(
PiS + Pi,Su
2
√
S0i
)
|[i]〉〉ǫu(S)σ . (3.12)
where we used S as a KBC. Now the mass vanishes and the charge does not. In a sense, the sum
of (3.11) and (3.12) obey a BPS condition. (this is the proposal made in [13]. A similar proposal
6We adopt the odd convention that an O+ plane has negative tension and a O− plane has positive tension.
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for minimal models was made in [10]) This sum is precisely what we get in (3.5), when we extend
the theory Aws by S, including its action on the uncompactified space-time part.
With our knowledge of simple current extensions, it is also straightforward to see why the theory
D8−n,1 × Acy does yield BPS D-branes. The reason is that the boundary labels, i.e. the modular
S-matrix, of the extended theory Aext ⊃ D8−n,1 ×Acy is given by a representative of the S-matrix
of D8−n,1×Acy. This is the content of eq. (2.4). Therefore all properties of the boundary states are
indeed encoded in Acy. However as the extension is by an even current, the P -matrix is not given
by a representative, the consequences of which we have explicitly shown and discussed above.
4 Example: A-type Orientifolds of Gepner Models
When A3n is based on N = 2 minimal models the invariant Z(Aws, S) is called a Gepner model.
To illustrate the details of the computation of BPS CY-crosscaps and how the BPS relation arises,
we compute the explicit mass and charge properties of a crosscap state in a Gepner model example.
Recall that an N = 2 minimal model Ak at level k has a representation as a SU(2)k×U(1)4/U(1)2h
WZW coset; h ≡ k + 2. It has primaries (l, m, s) with l = 0, . . . , k, m = −h + 1, . . . , h mod 2h,
s = −1, . . . , 2 mod 4, subject to field identification (l, m, s) = (k − l, m + h, s + 2) and selection
rule l + m + s ∈ 2Z. Field identification in fact corresponds to extension by the identification
current I = (k, h, 2) on the unconstrained primaries (l, m, s) [28]. The supercurrent is v = (0, 0, 2)
and spectral flow is realized by s = (0, 1, 1). Two other noteworthy simple currents are the phase
symmetries generated by (0, 2, 0) of order h, and the current (0, k + 2, 2); the latter is the only
current that has fixed points and then only when k is even [6]. We proceed stepwise. First we
construct the P-matrix of an N = 2 minimal model. We extend the tensor products of minimal
models to a N = 2 superconformal theory A3n. Finally we apply the lessons from the previous
section to compute the PSS O-plane mass and charge for odd ki Gepner models.
4.1 The P -matrix in minimal models
Using that field identification can be viewed as a simple current extension, we can express the
modular P matrix of a coset CFT G/H in terms of those of the G and H theories with the use of
equation (2.19). There is one subtlety here. In general we only know the conformal weights in the
coset modulo integers. We can compensate for our ignorance by the introduction of signs [29]
a(l,m,s) := e
πi[htrue
(l,m,s)
−(hl−hm+hs)] , (4.1)
where
hl =
l(l + 2)
4h
, hm =
m2
4h
, hs =
s2
8
. (4.2)
For most explicit models, the signs a are known. For minimal model cosets they can be found in
for instance [10].
With these compensatory signs, the P matrix of a minimal model at level k is
Pmin,k(l,m,s)(l′,m′,s′) = a(l,m,s)a(l′,m′,s′)
∑
n=0,1
ǫkn(l)ǫ
∗
hn(m)ǫ2n(s)P
SU(2)k
l+n(k−2l),l′
[
P
U(1)2h
m+nh,m′
]∗
P
U(1)4
s+n2,s′ ; (4.3)
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the basic WZW P -matrices are
P
SU(2)k
l,l′ =
1√
h
sin
(
π(l + 1)(l′ + 1)
2h
) 1∑
u=0
(−1)u(k+l+l′) , h = k + 2
P
U(1)2p
m,m′ =
e−
πimm′
2p
2
√
p
1∑
u=0
(−1)u(p+m+m′) . (4.4)
4.2 The P -matrix of A3n
Next we construct the tensor product
Aten3n := Ak1 ⊗ ...Akr (4.5)
with central charge c =
∑
i 3ki/(ki+2) = 3n. We will take all ki odd to avoid fixed point ambiguities
(though fixed points should have no qualitative effect on the crosscap states) and label the primaries
by (~l; ~m;~s) := ((l1, m1, s1), (l2, m2, s2), ..., (lr, mr, sr)). The P -matrix of this tensor product is simply
the product of the minimal model P -matrices
P ten
(~l;~m;~s),(~l′;~m′;~s′)
=
r∏
i=1
[
Pmin,ki(li,mi,si),(l′i,m′i,s′i)
]
. (4.6)
The currents wi = (v1, 0, ..., 0, vi, 0, ..0), i = 2, ..., r have integer spin and can be used to extend Aten3n
to a N = 2 superconformal algebra A3n. We denote its primaries by [~l; ~m;~s]. The modular matrices
of A3n can be expressed in terms of those of the minimal models using the rules (2.8) and (2.20)
above. In particular, the P -matrix of A3n is 7
P 3n
[~l;~m;~s],[~l′;~m′;~s′]
=
∑
~p
pj=0,1; j=2,...,r
ǫwp22 ...w
pr
r
((~l; ~m;~s))P ten
(w
p2
2 ...w
pr
r (~l;~m;~s)),(~l′;~m′;~s′)
. (4.7)
For notational purposes it is convenient to define
p1 :=
{
0 for
∑r
i=2 pi even
1 for
∑r
i=2 pi odd
(4.8)
Writing out all the phases a(l,m,s) and ǫ~ω(~l, ~m,~s), the total phase simplifies and one finds for the
P -matrix of the A3n theory
P 3n
[~l;~m;~s],[~l′;~m′;~s′]
=
∑
~n, ~p
ni = 0, 1; i = 1, ..., r;
pj = 0, 1; j = 2, ..., r.
[
r∏
i=1
(
a(l′i,m′i,s′i)
)
φni,pi((li, mi, si))P
SU(2)ki
li+ni(ki−2li),l′i
[
P
U(1)2hi
mi+nihi,m′i
]∗
P
U(1)4
si+2ni+2pi,s′i
]
,
with the phase
φni,pi((li, mi, si)) ≡ ǫωpii ((li, mi, si))a(li,mi,s+2pi)ǫknii (li)ǫ
∗
h
ni
i
(mi)ǫ2nii (si + 2pi)
= e
πi
[
htrue
(li,mi,si)
−hli+ni(k−2li)+hmi+2nihi−hsi+2ni+2pi
]
. (4.9)
7This expression is correct when the arguments have the lowest conformal weight modulo 2 in the orbit. See the
remarks around equation (2.19).
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4.3 Masses and charges of O-planes in AwsGepner
Using this explicit expression for the P -matrix of the A3n built from minimal models, we can
calculate the massM and charge Q of the O-planes for odd level Gepner models. We have explained
in detail, that a BPS relation is only obtained after (i) we tensor the A3n theory with the space-time
part described by the D8−n,1 model, and (ii) this tensor product is extended by the vector current
(V8−n, v3n) to Aws. For concreteness, we consider the PSS-crosscap state, i.e. we choose a trivial
Klein bottle current. To find the charges and tension of the PSS-orientifold plane we only need to
know the entries PwsOO and P
ws
SS . For a Gepner model built on r minimal models with each ki odd,
i.e. models without fixed points, the computation is straightforward and given in appendix B. One
finds that these entries of the P -matrix are given by
PwsOO = P
D
00P
3n
00 + ǫV (0)P
D
0vP
3n
0v
= 2r/2 cos(
rπ
4
)(PD00 + tan(
rπ
4
)PD0v)
r∏
i=1
(
Pmin,ki00
)
,
PwsS,S = P
D
s,sP
3n
s,s + ǫV (s)P
D
s,vsP
3n
s,v1s
= 2r/2 cos(
rπ
4
)
(
PDs,s − i tan(
rπ
4
)PDs,vs
)∏
i
(
Pmin,kiss
)
. (4.10)
By (3.9), the mixed NS, R entry PwsO,S of vanishes: P
ws
O,S = 0. The non-zero entries of the P -matrix
of D8−n,1 are readily computed (see for instance [19])
PD0,0 = −PDv,v = cos(
nπ
4
) ,
PD0,v = − sin(
nπ
4
) ,
PDs,s = P
D
c,c = e
inπ
4 cos(
nπ
4
) ,
PDs,c = −ie
inπ
4 sin(
nπ
4
) . (4.11)
Substituting these values, we get
PwsO,O = 2
r/2 cos(
(n + r)π
4
)
r∏
i=1
(
Pmin,ki00
)
,
PwsS,S = 2
r/2 cos(
(n + r)π
4
)e
inπ
4
r∏
i=1
(
Pmin,kiss
)
= 2r/2 cos(
(n + r)π
4
)
r∏
i=1
(
Pmin,ki00
)
, (4.12)
upon using (B.5) and n =
∑
ki/(ki + 2).
As PwsS,S equals P
ws
O,O we immediately see that the PSS-crosscap state has equal magnitude mass
and central charge:
M = 〈O|C〉+O = σ0PO,O , Q = 〈S|C〉+O = σ0PS,S ,
M = 〈O|C〉−O = σ0PO,O , Q = 〈S|C〉−O = −σ0PS,S . (4.13)
The BPS-like equality is verified, and the different choices for the automorphism sign σ are explicitly
seen to correspond to planes vs. anti-planes. The result, of course, is an explicit manifestation of
the identity (2.12) when we recall that hS = 1.
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5 Conclusions
The results of [1] have opened the way for a systematic study of a large class of open unoriented
rational CFTs. Of special phenomenological interest are those unoriented RCFTs which correspond
to type I string compactifications on ’rational’ Calabi-Yau manifolds. These theories provide a new
class of N = 1, d = 4 string vacua, in addition to heterotic strings on Calabi-Yau 3-folds and M-
theory on G2 manifolds. In RCFT-based string theories, spacetime supersymmetry is implemented
through a GSO projection. This projection can equivalently be viewed as a simple current extension
by the spectral flow current S. Using the general theory of boundary and crosscap states for simple
current extensions [1, 24], we have constructed here the crosscap states for such unoriented type I
compactifications. These boundary and crosscap states are expressed in terms of the (pseudo-) mod-
ular matrices S and P , which are explicitly known for many CFTs, e.g. WZW models and cosets
thereof.8
In particular, we have shown how the rational CY crosscap states (2.15) correspond to half-
supersymmetry preserving A-type orientifold planes that are BPS-like. Their masses and cen-
tral charges are equal up to a phase: M = eiφQ, and this relation is a reflection of the simple
current identity (2.12) obeyed by the modular P -matrix. The phase φ, moreover, is minus the
automorphism-type of the crosscap state with respect to the spectral flow current. This BPS con-
dition only holds when the uncompactified spacetime degrees of freedom are properly included in
the GSO projection. This is in contrast with D-branes [7], where the BPS property follows from
considering the internal sector independent of the space-time sector.
This study provides a step towards the classification of the orientifolds of a given Calabi-Yau
manifold. RCFT methods are limited to CY manifolds at rational points in the moduli space, and
ultimately one wishes for a geometric description where one can freely move away from ’rational’
Calabi-Yaus. Progress towards a geometric formulation of orientifolds is in the early stages [8, 9,
11, 12]. A recent study of unoriented linear sigma models [10] showed that orientifold planes are
located at fixed points of holomorphic or anti-holomorphic isometries. A next item is to determine
their charges and tension. Matching with RCFT data, as obtained with the methods described
here, can provide these.
Acknowledgments: We thank Brandon Bates, Charles Doran, Suresh Govindarajan, Brian Greene,
Jaydeep Majumder, and Bert Schellekens for help and useful comments. A number of calculations
were checked with Bert Schellekens’ program kac (http://www.nikhef.nl/∼t58/kac.html), an indis-
pensable tool. KS is grateful for partial support from DOE grant DE-FG-02-92ER40699. LH wants
to thank the theory groups of both the NIKHEF in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, and Columbia
University, New York for their hospitality.
A Crosscap states in simple current extensions
To show explicitly some of the properties of the crosscap state of a simple current extension, we
perform here the steps discussed in section 2 in detail. Starting with the natural guess eq. (2.11)
for a Z2m simple current crosscap state (for ease of notation we have absorbed the normalization
8Since the conformal weights h of coset theories are in general only known up to integers, the coset P -matrix is
in general only known up to a sign.
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1/
√
2mS0i in the crosscap Ishibashi state)
|Γ〉[σ][K] =
2m−1∑
n=0
∑
i
σ(JnK)Pi,JnK |i〉〉1,C , (A.1)
we use the simple current identity (2.12) for even and odd powers Jn respectively to obtain
|Γ〉[σ][K] =
∑
i
m−1∑
n=0
(
σ(J2nK)Pi,J2nK + σ(J
2n+1K)Pi,J2n+1K
) |i〉〉1,C
=
∑
i
m−1∑
n=0
(
σ(J2nK)ǫJ2n(K)e
2πi[QJn(i)−QJn (J
nK)]Pi,K+
+σ(J2n+1K)ǫJ2n(JK)e
2πi[QJn(i)−QJn (J
n+1K)]Pi,JK
)
|i〉〉1,C . (A.2)
Making the sign choices advocated in eq (2.14),
σ(J2mK)ǫJ2m(K)e
−2πiQJm(J
mK) = σ0 ,
σ(J2m+1K)ǫJ2m(JK)e
−2πiQJm(J
m+1K) = σ1 , (A.3)
we get
|Γ〉[σ][K] =
∑
i
(σ0Pi,K + σ1Pi,JK)
m−1∑
n=0
e2πiQJn(i)|i〉〉1,C . (A.4)
The final sum over phases e2πiQJn(i) immediately shows that fields with monodromy charge QJ(i) =
2k/2m, k 6= 0 do not couple to the orientifold plane. Nor do odd charged fields, for in that case
both P -matrix entries vanish. For a Z2m current the P -matrix obeys
Pa,i = PJ2ma,i
= ǫJ2m(a)e
2πi[QmJ (i)−Q
m
J (J
ma)]Pa,i
= e2πim[QJ (i)−QJ (a)]Pa,i . (A.5)
We used in the second line again the identity (2.12); in the third line the definitions for ǫJ (K) and
QJ(K), the fact that J has integer weight, and that QJp(J
qi) = p(QJ(i) + qQJ(J)) mod 1. From
this identity it follows that a P -matrix element with an even and and odd charged entry vanishes:
for QJ (i) = 2k + 1/2m and QJ (a) = 2p/2m, Pa,i = −Pa,i = 0. As the current K must be even in
order that eq. (A.3) can be solved (see eq. 2.18), hence for odd charged fields both P -matrix entries
Pi,K = 0 and Pi,JK vanish. This establishes the claim that the sign choice made, ensures that the
O-plane only couples to fields in the extension, i.e. fields with QJ(i) = 0 mod 1.
We may therefore limit the sum over primaries to the sum over chargeless primaries with no
penalty. The final step is to rewrite the sum over A primaries, as a sum over representatives of
chargeless orbits [i]QJ (i)=0, the primaries of the extended theory:
|Γ〉[σ][K] =
∑
{i|QJ(i)=0}
(σ0Pi,K + σ1Pi,JK)|i〉〉1,C
=
∑
{i|REP[i], QJ (i)=0}
2m−1∑
n=0
(σ0PJni,K + σ1PJni,JK)|Jni〉〉1,C . (A.6)
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Splitting the sum into even and odd parts, and using the P -matrix simple current identity once
more, we find
|Γ〉[σ][K] =
∑
{i|REP[i], QJ(i)=0}
m−1∑
n=0
[
σ0 ǫJ2n(i) e
2πi[QJn(K)−QJn(J
ni)] Pi,K |J2ni〉〉1,C (A.7)
+ σ0 ǫJ2n(Ji)e
2πi[QJn(K)−QJn(J
n+1i)]PJi,K |J2n+1i〉〉1,C
+ σ1 ǫJ2n(i) e
2πi[QJn(JK)−QJn(J
ni)]Pi,JK |J2ni〉〉1,C
+ σ1 ǫJ2n(Ji)e
2πi[QJn(JK)−QJn(J
n+1i)]PJi,JK |J2n+1i〉〉1,C
]
.(A.8)
An alternative form of the P -matrix simple current identity (2.12) is [24]
PJd,b = ǫ
∗
J (d)ǫJ(b)Pd,Jb . (A.9)
With this we see that
PJi,K = ǫ
∗
J(i)ǫJ (K)Pi,JK ,
PJi,JK = ǫ
∗
J(i)ǫJ (JK)Pi,J2K = ǫ
∗
J (i)ǫJ(JK)ǫJ2(K)e
2πi[QJ(i)−QJ (JK)]Pi,K
= ǫ∗J(i)ǫJ (K)e
2πi[QJ(i)−hJ ]Pi,K , (A.10)
where we used (2.12) and the definitions of ǫJ (K) and QJ(K) in the second and third step. Using
that the field i is chargeless: QJ(i) is zero, and that J is a simple current used in an extension,
i.e. it has integer conformal weight, one can show that ǫ∗J(i) = ǫJ (i). Substituting these identities
above we find
|Γ〉[σ][K] =
∑
{i|REP[i], QJ(i)=0}
m−1∑
n=0
[
(σ0Pi,K + σ1Pi,JK) ǫJ2n(i)e
2πiQJn(K) |J2ni〉〉1,C (A.11)
+(σ0 Pi,JK + σ1Pi,K)ǫJ2n(Ji)ǫJ (i)ǫJ(K)e
2πiQJp(K)Pi,JK |J2n+1i〉〉1,C
]
.
where we have again used that QJp(J
qi) = p(QJ(i) + qQJ(J)) mod 1, and that QJ (J) = 0 mod
1. Finally realizing that for an integer spin current J , e2πiQJ(K) = ǫ2J(K), and recombining of the
explicit expressions for the various ǫJ (i) terms, we can simplify the expression for the crosscap state
to
|Γ〉[σ][K] =
∑
{i|REP[i], QJ (i)=0}
(σ0Pi,K + σ1Pi,JK)
m−1∑
n=0
[
ǫ2nJ (K)ǫJ2n(i)|J2ni〉〉1,C
+σǫ2n+1J (K)ǫJ2n+1(i)|J2n+1i〉〉1,C
]
=
∑
{i|REP[i], QJ (i)=0}
(σ0Pi,K + σ1Pi,JK)
2m−1∑
n=0
[σǫJ (K)]
n ǫJn(i)|Jni〉〉1,C . (A.12)
This is eq. (2.15).
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B P -matrix entries in all ki odd Gepner models
• PwsOO
Recall the forms of the SU(2) and U(1) WZW P -matrices, eq. (4.4). Due to the selection rule
k + l1 + l2 ∈ 2Z for the SU(2) P -matrix, the P00 and P0v entries of the P -matrix of the odd
k minimal models are given by a single term (recall the conformal weights hk,h,2 = 0, h0,0,2 =
hk,k+2,0 = 3/2, see e.g. [10])
Pmin00 =
√
2
(k + 2)
sin
(
π(k + 1)
2k + 4
)
,
Pmin0v = P
min
00 . (B.1)
Tensoring r odd ki minimal models and extending by wi we obtain for the P00 and P0v elements
of the A3n theory (use that ǫv(0) = e−3πi/2)9
P 3n00 =
r∏
i=1
(
Pmin,ki00
)
+
∑
i<j
ǫvi(0)P0viǫvj (0)P0vj
∏
k 6=1,j
(
P kk00
)
+
+
∑
i<j<k<l
ǫvi(0)P0viǫvj (0)P0vjǫvk(0)P0vkǫvl(0)P0vl
∏
n 6=i,j,k,l
(
P kn00
)
+ . . .
=
r/2∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
r
2p
) r∏
i=1
(
Pmin,ki00
)
= 2r/2 cos(
rπ
4
)
r∏
i=1
(
Pmin,ki00
)
,
P 3n0v =
r/2∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
r
2p+ 1
)∏
i
(
Pmin,ki00
)
= 2r/2 sin(
rπ
4
)
∏
i
(
Pmin,ki00
)
. (B.2)
Finally extending with V we get (note that hV = 2, hence ǫV (O) = 1)
PwsOO = P
D
00P
3n
00 + ǫV (0)P
D
0vP
3n
0v
= 2r/2 cos(
rπ
4
)(PD00 + tan(
rπ
4
)PD0v)
r∏
i=1
(
Pmin,ki00
)
. (B.3)
9Compared to the expression above eq. (4.9), which computes P 3n00 in one step, we have first performed the sum
over n to obtain the minimal model P -matrix, and then extended by the currents wi. In this second step, we used
that
ǫwp2
2
...w
pr
r
(~l; ~m;~s) =
r∏
i=1
ǫwpi
i
((li,mi, si)) ,
which is only true if one has chosen the correct representative of the orbit. In general one has to be careful with the
additional phases a(li,mi,si).
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• PwsO,S
From the explicit expression
Pmin(λ,µ,σ),(l,m,s) = P
SU(2)
λ,l
(
PU(1)µ,m
)∗
PU(1)σ,s + e
πi[hl,m,s−hk−l,m+h,s+2]P
SU(2)
λ,k−l
(
P
U(1)
µ,m+h
)∗
P
U(1)
σ,s+2 , (B.4)
it is easy to see that Pmin0,s = 0 for k odd. The selection rule that k + a + b ∈ 2Z for SU(2)k
P -matrices implies that in that case only the second term contributes, but the same selection
rule k + a + b ∈ 2Z for the U(1)2k+4 factor then shows that Pmin00 = 0. Since the currents vi
only act in the U(1)4 sector, this immediately shows P
ws
O,S = 0. Of course, this is simply an
example of PNS,R = 0
• PwsS,S
For the entry Pminss again only the second term in (B.4) contributes due to the SU(2) selection
rule
Pmin(0,1,1),(0,1,1) = e
πi[h(0,1,1)−h(k,−k−1,−1)]P
SU(2)
0,k
(
P
U(1)
1,−k−1
)∗
P
U(1)
1,−1 = e
− πik
4k+8Pmin00 . (B.5)
We also need
Pmins,vs = −e−
πi(3k+4)
4k+8 Pmin00 = iP
min
s,s . (B.6)
Extending with the currents wi we find (ǫv(s) = −1)
P 3nss =
r∏
i=1
(
Pmin,kiss
)
+
∑
i<j
ǫvi(s)Ps,visǫvj (s)Ps,vjs
∏
k 6=i,j
(
P kkss
)
+
+
∑
i<j<k<l
ǫvi(s)Ps,visǫvj (s)Ps,vjsǫvk(s)Ps,vksǫvl(s)Ps,vls
∏
n 6=i,j,k,l
(
P knss
)
+ . . .
=
r/2∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
r
2p
)∏
i
(
Pmin,kiss
)
= 2r/2 cos(
rπ
4
)
∏
i
(
Pmin,kiss
)
,
P 3ns,v1s = i2
r/2 sin(
rπ
4
)
∏
i
(
Pmin,kiss
)
. (B.7)
Extending finally with V , we get, using ǫV (S) = −1,
PwsS,S = P
D
s,sP
3n
s,s + ǫV (s)P
D
s,vsP
3n
s,v1s
= 2r/2 cos(
rπ
4
)
(
PDs,s − i tan(
rπ
4
)PDs,vs
)∏
i
(
Pmin,kiss
)
. (B.8)
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